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3D PRODUCTION
ACTION EVENTS
CINEMA TECHNOLOGY
EVENT MODULE
ENTERTAINMENT
EYE-CATCHER
FORMULA 1
INFLATABLES
LASER SHOWS
SHOW TECHNOLOGY
SIMULATORS
SPECIAL EFFECTS
EVENT SERVICE
VIRTUAL REALITY
PROMOTION
SELLING & LEASING
AFTER SALES SERVICE
DEVELOPMENT & PRODUCTION
CROSS MEDIA PROGRAMMING
(Events - Presentation - Production - Leasing & Sales)

Shop Optimizer

BIKE SIMULATOR - test before buying

safeguard optional of
macrolon or acrylic glass
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CLIC CLAC SYSTEM - SHOP OPTIMIZER
Change the bikes
easy for shops and supports or events & trade fairs
presentations style and test the bike before sale

new model 2015

Info Bike Presentation System
Ideal for the presentation of bicycles in the store
The mechanism is designed so an client independently and without much
effort mounted and can test his favorite bikes in the simulator (almost any
Cycling 24“ and 28“)
simple operation with a 7” touch screen (menu navigation without display)
WITHOUT display / projector - Video technology and decoration by arrangement
optional: 22“ touch screen (user interface and display) „ready to start“

Description Bike-Presentations System (Clic-Clac-System):
Powder coated steel base plate
Electronically controlled eddy current brake
PC including operating system (Windows 7)
Bike simulation software (Virtual Reality Software)
Including logo integration (in the 3D software)
Customer-friendly, intuitive user interface
7“ touch screen access (video display to beamer or flatscreen)
Spoke protectors
Very simple and intuitive assembly / disassembly of the bikes
Steering in the VR software (left and right)
Control automatically adjusts to the length of the bike
Suitable for (almost) all the wheels between 24 "and 28"
Very realistic driving experience

Important:
Purchase Agreement (applies only to Europe in the following countries)
- The simulator will be rented out commercially in D, A or CH - Allows are trade shows, etc. where the buyer own
name, as an exhibitor occurs, (and free Rental to clubs, schools, social and charitable Organizations) - With an
offense against this is a penalty in the amount of 5000, - € per operating day due. Further we reserve the right to
claim damages - the buyer agrees to this scheme give a possible sale of the system further - If he fails to do so, it
shall remain liable for this System, or their use FYI: Design and technical solutions are protected by copyright - The
manufacturer is not liable for damage to people and material, which not caused by his gross negligence or were
debts or claims of any kind - color upon request
(Equipped as described above, no commitment to illustration, delivery around 4 weeks)

All prices are quoted net in euro without the applicable VAT.
Delivery: approx. 1 months depending on package
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